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LAWS OF THE GAME PRE-TEST

Name:                                                                                      

Region:                        Area:                Section                        

Enter the law reference for your answer in the blanks provided.

For the following questions, assume the ball is in play and outside the penalty area, unless
otherwise stated.  In the following situations, the red and blue teams are on the field.  State the
restart for which team.  The following restarts may be used more than once.  Remember, this
is a test of your technical knowledge of the current edition of the FIFA Laws of the Game and
the AYSO National Rules and Regulations.

KO - kick-off GK - goal-kick DFK - direct free kick                  Both -
teams

DB - dropped ball CK - corner kick IFK - indirect free kick
TI - throw-in PK - penalty-kick None - Do not stop play

For questions 1 - 20 do not consider misconducts when you answer:

1. An easy Red shot on goal travels directly toward the Blue goalkeeper who deliberately
controls the ball by parrying it to the ground, then dribbles to the top of the penalty area,
collects the ball with his hands, and punts the ball toward the half-way line.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

2. A Red substitute, who is sitting on the bench, throws a shoe at a Blue defender who is
near the halfway line.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

3. An IFK is awarded to Red.  After setting the wall the referee signals for the kick to be
taken but does not hold up his arm.  Red kicks the ball directly into the goal.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

4. A Blue defender, inside his own penalty area, throws a rock at a Red substitute.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

5. The Blue goalkeeper, inside her own penalty area, throws the ball at a Red attacker
standing inside the penalty arc.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

6. A Red attacker slides across the touchline during the normal course of play.  With the ball
still in play a Blue midfielder steps over the touchline and strikes the attacker before he
can get up.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

7. An IFK is awarded to Red.  The Red kicker touches the ball with his foot and a teammate
kicks the ball into the goal.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

8. A Red attacker passes the ball toward a teammate who is in an offside position. The ball
deflects off a Blue defender before being received by the Red teammate.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

9. At the taking of a throw-in, Blue throws the ball directly into his own goal.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

10. A forward pass by Red hits the assistant referee running on the field of play.
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The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

11. The Blue goalkeeper and a Red player are in position for a PK.  After the referee signals
for the kick to be taken, the referee notices that the goalkeeper has moved forward, but
allows the kick to be taken.  The goalkeeper stops the ball.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

12. The Blue goalkeeper and a Red player are in position for a penalty kick.  After the referee
signals for the kick to be taken, the referee notices that the goalkeeper has moved
forward, but allows the kick to be taken.  A goal is scored.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

13. The Blue goalkeeper and a Red player are in position for a penalty kick.  After the referee
signals, but before the kick is taken, a Red teammate encroaches into the penalty area.
The referee allows the kick to be taken.  The Blue goalkeeper makes a good save on the
shot, deflecting it to the Red teammate who then kicks the ball into the goal.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

14. A Red player intentionally interferes with the Blue goalkeeper who is attempting to put the
ball into play.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

15. A Blue player taking a DFK outside the Blue penalty area passes the ball back to her
goalkeeper.  The goalkeeper kicks the ball towards mid-field.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

16. A Red attacker attempts to head a ball below her waist.  A Blue defender must alter her
attempt to kick the ball to avoid kicking the Red player.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

17. A Red forward makes a hard shot on goal that bounces off the crossbar back to the Red
forward who collects the ball and, on the second touch, puts it into the goal.

The restart is a                              for the                          team.  Law_____

18. As a Blue fullback moves to collect a pass, a Red forward jumps off the ground at the
Blue fullback, not attempting to play the ball.

The restart is a                             for the                          team.  Law_____

19. A Red attacker is chasing toward a through pas that has been placed deep into Blue’s
end.  A Blue defender runs between the Red attacker and the ball and Blue slows her
pace such that the Red attacker collides with her.  Meanwhile, Blue’s goalkeeper is able
to collect the ball.

The restart is a                             for the                          team.  Law_____

20. The referee restarts play with a dropped ball in the penalty area.  After the ball hits the
ground the Blue goalkeeper picks up the ball.

The restart is a                             for the                          team.  Law_____
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21. At the taking of a penalty kick, the defending team may replace its goalkeeper with one
of the players on the field.

A. True

B. False

Law_____

22. Play is stopped for impeding two yards in front of the Blue goal.  An IFK is awarded to
Red.  What is the closest any defender may be to the ball at the taking of the kick?

A. 2 yards

B. 6 yards

C. 10 yards

Law_____

23. At the start of the match, the team that wins the coin toss

A. Can choose to kick off or select goal to defend.

B. Must select which goal to attack.

C. Must take the kick-off.

Law_____

24. On all free kicks the ball must move forward.

A. True

B. False

Law_____

25. The flag at the halfway line

A. Should be placed on the touchline.

B. Should be placed at least 1 yard outside the touchline.

Law_____

26. The referee blows her whistle for the opening kick-off, but instead of kicking the ball, the
red attacker runs across the center circle and violently strikes a blue opponent who
does not retaliate.  The referee quickly stops the altercation and sends off the red
attacker.  As a result the red team must play shorthanded for the entire game.

A. True

B. False

Law_____

27. During your pre-game inspection of the field, you pace along the goal line from the goal
post toward the corner flagpost.  On a field marked according to Law 1, what distance
should you walk before you come to the penalty area line?

A. 6 yards

B. 12 yards

C. 18 yards

D. Cannot be determined

28. The minimum distance the ball could travel on a goal kick to be in play.

A. Be touched

B. 12 yards
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C. Its circumference

Law_____

29. The goalkeeper jumps up to catch a high shot on goal.  Before releasing the ball into play,
how many steps may the goalkeeper legally take?

A. None

B. 4

C. 6

D. There is no limit

Law_____

30. The referee has blown her whistle to signal for the end of the half.  As the players are
leaving the field a Blue player uses abusive language toward a Red player.  The referee
sends off the Blue player.  As a result the Blue team must play short for the remainder
of the game.

A. True

B. False

Law_____

G
3

1

2
Diagram Symbols

G

Attacker

Defender

Goalkeeper

Use diagram above for questions 31 - 33.

31.  The goalkeeper saves a shot by player 1 and, then, while putting the ball back into play,
miskicks the ball to player 2, who shoots the ball directly onto the goal.  An offside
offense has occurred.

A. True

B. False

32.  The defender tries to pass the ball back to the goalkeeper, but player 2 intercepts the ball
and shoots directly into the goal.  An offside offense has occurred.

A. True

B. False

33.  Player 3 takes a corner kick which deflects off player 1 to player 2, who shoots directly
into the goal.  An offside offense has occurred.

A. True

B. False
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34. At the taking of a throw in deep in its own end, it is permissible for the defending team to
throw the ball in to its goalkeeper.

A. True

B. False

Directions for questions 35 - 41, Indicate the following:

FOUL: Specify which of the ten offenses for which a direct free kick (DFK) or 8 offenses
for which an indirect free kick (IFK) is awarded.

MISCONDUCT: If the action is considered misconduct, specify which of the 14 offenses
was committed.

DISCIPLINE: Indicate if a Caution or a Sending-Off is required and, if so,  the team color
of the player being disciplined.

RESTART: State the correct Restart and the Color of the team to restart play.

Note: If there is No foul, misconduct, discipline or restart, write “None”.
Fill in all of the spaces.

Example 1:
Red player directs loud offensive and abusive language toward a Blue opponent.  You
blow the whistle.

FOUL                    None                            MISCONDUCT  Abusive Language   
DISCIPLINE      Send Off                       COLOR                Red                            
RESTART          IFK                                 COLOR                Blue                          

35.  While the ball is in play, two Blue substitutes begin violently fighting off the field of play.
The referee blows her whistle.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                             

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                     

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                     

36.  A Blue fullback defending his goal deliberately hits the ball with his hand,  but the ball
continues into the goal.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                             

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                     

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                     
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37.  A Red attacker takes a corner kick.  The ball strikes the referee, who is standing in the
penalty area, and rebounds across the goal line (but not into the goal).  Seeing the ball
cross the line, a Red player turns toward the referee and offensively and abusively
shouts at him for being in the wrong place.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                             

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                     

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                     

38.  You award a direct free kick to Red.  Before the kick is taken, a Blue player stands
within 2 yards of the ball.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                             

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                     

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                     

39.  You give a Blue player permission to leave the field of play to care for an injury.  The
player is not replaced by a substitute.  When a Red player breaks away at mid-field and
heads directly toward the Blue goal with only the Blue goalkeeper between he and the
goal, the Blue player enters the field and deliberately impedes Red by running across his
path, not within playing distance of the ball.  This causes Red to slow down and allows
a Blue defender to catch up and tackle the ball before Red can shoot.  You blow your
whistle.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                             

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                     

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                     

40.  A Red attacker forcefully strikes a Blue defender just outside Blue’s penalty area while
the ball is in play at mid-field.  The referee blows the whistle.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                             

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                     

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                     

41.  A Red attacker carelessly charges a Blue defender, knocking him to the ground.  The
referee whistles for the foul, indicating a DFK for Blue.  The Blue defender, angered by
the charge, then jumps to his feet and violently strikes the Red attacker.  The Red
attacker remains calm and does not retaliate.

FOUL  ________________________               MISCONDUCT                                           

DISCIPLINE  ___________________                COLOR                                                      

RESTART  ___________________                   COLOR                                                      

42.  What are the dimensions of the goal area?

 ___________________________ x ___________________________

Law_____

43.  What are the dimensions of the penalty area?
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 ___________________________ x ___________________________

Law_____

44. Although the field of play must be rectangular, what are the minimum and maximum
outside dimensions of the field?

Minimum:   ___________________________ x ___________________________

Maximum:  ___________________________ x ___________________________

Law_____

45. List the proper procedure for substitution according to FIFA Law.

_____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________

Law_____

46.  When is the substitution procedure completed?

                                                                                                                   Law_____

47.  When should play be stopped for a serious injury?

 ___________________________________________________________________  Law_____

48.  Sideline participation by coaches is limited to 2 coaches per team, who must remain
within the technical area.  What are the 3 additional requirements concerning the type of
coaching that is permitted by AYSO?

 ______________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________

49.  Complete the five tenets of the AYSO philosophy:

                                                                  

                                                                  

                                                                  

                                                                  

                                                                  

50. List the penal fouls for which the mere attempt is considered a violation.
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51. What is the maximum number of players permitted in an AYSO U-19 or U-16 game?

____________


